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Theres nothing wrong with being a little less excited. Over the
last couple of months, Sony has slowly started to introduce
some of the features included in the Xperia XZ4, without
dishing out full specs. It introduced the fingerprint sensor in
the navigation keys along with the Xperia XZ3 and the two
phones have always felt a bit plasticy. Theres no OLED in the
navigation keys. Theres no fancy sapphire glass. Its still a
great-looking phone and easy to hold. So theres no harm in
admiring the XZ3s glossy, orangey body and trying to wish it
on a Sony. The XZ3 is a really good-value phone with 3GB of
RAM, 32GB of storage, a 4,500mAh battery and a Snapdragon
845 processor with 6GB of RAM. The three cameras are among
the best smartphones have ever had, and theres also a
dedicated UFS flash storage solution that gives you loads of
memory for storing photos. The phone is more expensive, but
its a better value flagship than most other phones in its price
range. Plus, it will get the latest Android 10 software and not
some old version of Oreo, thanks to the Google Play Store. So
even if you dont buy that Sony Vogue range of phones, youll
get the most recent Android software and all the Play Store
apps of a normal smartphone. But if youre after the Sony, you
get a lot for your money. There’s value in that. In recent years,
weve seen more smartphones becoming more luxurious with
their display, but Sony has surprisingly stepped away from a
luxe design in the Xperia 5 IIIs favour. Instead, the Xperia 5 IIIs
5.9-inch IPS LCD display sports a 19.5:9 aspect ratio with a
1,080 x 2,340-pixel resolution, although its technically a 529
ppi and not super-sharp. Theres a 1080p screen in the
companys cheaper Xperia 1 III, but its smaller at 4.6-inches,
and slightly lower at 529ppi. Fortunately, it does feature Sony
Mobile Bravias own Bravia Engine software which aims to
produce an AI-powered video experience on par with the likes
of Samsungs Note9000 screens. This alone makes the Xperia 5
IIIs screen an attractive option.
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Sony Xperia 5 III Design The phone features a glass back which
is protected by a layer of Gorilla Glass 5 for protection from

scratches. The rear of the phone is flat and angled, and has a
glass-to-metal transition. The Xperia 5 III is 6.1 inches tall and
2.5 inches wide, and its covered by a 4.8-inch display with a
resolution of 1080 x 2160 pixels, with 400 nits of brightness.

Along the top edge of the phone is the fingerprint scanner and
camera module, and along the bottom edge are the earpiece,
front-facing camera, and USB Type-C port. The Sony Xperia 5

III is also compatible with T-Mobile and offers the same carrier-
branded variant of Android, called Android One. This reduces
the number of apps that will already be preinstalled to only
those made by Google, although you can customize your

device further by downloading the necessary Google apps from
the Play Store. The Sony Xperia 5 III uses a 3.5mm headphone
jack, and there are no special audio-centric features included,
although users may be interested in the ability to record audio
with the front facing speakers. One of the biggest issues is the
battery. The phone only gets 7 hours and 40 minutes of screen-

on time under moderate use, which is lower than many other
smartphones on the market. Sony has included a 4,000mAh

battery with the phone, which is below average given that you
can find phones that comfortably deliver 15 hours of screen

time. Luckily, the battery is removable. The camera app is a bit
of a mess, and it seems to shoot everything with the same

settings. Sony has also spoiled us with a host of manual
modes, but theres no manual control over ISO, shutter speed,
or white balance. As a result, we often found ourselves in the
same, uninteresting state of shots when taking photos. That
said, we had some fun in low-light conditions, where the ISO
can be boosted and the camera tends to get a fair bit more

detail out of the photos. 5ec8ef588b
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